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Academic Standards met in this module:

8.2.9.C
Identify and analyze how continuity and change have influenced Pennsylvania history
from 1787 to 1914

8.2.12.B
Identify and evaluate primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in
Pennsylvania history from 1890 to Present

8.2.12.C
Identify and evaluate how continuity and change have influenced Pennsylvania history
from the 1890s to Present
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Introduction

This module examines how our culture changes through the introduction of new inventions,
new modes of travel and new economic conditions.

Aim

Students will learn how culture is shaped through analysis of the everyday lives of
Pittsburghers from pioneer times through present day.

Rationale

The everyday life of each person is affected by the culture in which they live. By examining
how culture is shaped, students are offered the opportunity to make informed choices
regarding cultural aspects that affect their lives and the lives of those around them.

Subject Matter

Students will read chapters from Millhunks and Renegades that touch upon everyday life for
pioneers, industrial workers, and teenagers throughout the last three centuries. They will learn
how factors such as travel, economic conditions and leisure time activities change and mold
our culture.

Materials

� Book: Millhunks and Renegades: A Portrait of a Pittsburgh Neighborhood, Anita Kulina,
Brandt Street Press

� Writing Paper
� Additional Materials for Internet Research Activities - Access to Internet, Computer

and Printer
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Learning Activities

Activity: Culture and Crime
Discussion Groups

Preparation: Review Chapter 1 Tribes, Trappers and Traders and Chapter 5 City Folks and
Country Folks.

Arrange students into cooperative working groups (4 or 5 per group). Ask each group to
explain why John Turner may have shot someone for trying to steal his ax. Instruct them to
discuss and examine the following concepts:
• The importance of an ax to a pioneer
• How an ax was used on the frontier
• Whether an ax was hard to come by
• Whether John Turner was justified in this act

Have each group orally present their findings to the class. Afterward, have students predict
how life today would change if, as in John Turner’s time, there were few laws and no police.

Activity: Teenagers
Topics For Class Discussion

Preparation: Review Chapter 6 Travel and Troubles, Chapter 8 Mines and Mills, Factories
and Forts, pages 80-81 in Chapter 11 Religion and Hard Work, Chapter 14 School Days and
Chapter 20 TVs, JDs and DAs and Chapter 21 Prosperity.

As a class, have students evaluate the role of teenagers in today’s society. Create three columns
on the board as illustrated below. In the first set of three columns, list factors that illustrate
characteristics of the lives of the teenagers in Chapters 6 through 11 (Industrial Age), Chapters
20 and 21 (post WW-II) and teenagers today.

Compare and contrast the differences and similarities in the lives of teenagers living in these
three time periods. Be sure to include in these evaluations how gender roles for teenagers have
changed from the past through today.

INDUSTRIAL AGE

Boys and girls began full-time
work at a young age

Many parents were born in other
countries and spoke other
languages besides English

AFTER WORLD WAR II

Boys got part-time jobs, girls
babysat and helped out at home;
both had leisure time

Parents were Americans, grand-
parents or great-grandparents
were from other countries

CURRENT DAY

Boys and girls can begin part-time
jobs at 16; both have leisure time

(Fill in with demographics from
your classroom. Are there
immigrant families? Were all
students born in America?)
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Activity: Travel
Writing Topic

Analyze how life in Pittsburgh was different when a journey to visit relatives or do business
meant days of walking. Predict how everyday life would change today if walking were our
only means of transportation.

Examine the lifestyle changes that came into place when Pittsburgh’s roads were paved.
Explain how paving roads may have affected each of these modes of travel: walking, horse and
wagon, bicycle, car.

Activity: Neighborhoods
Topics for Class Discussion

Preparation: Read Chapter 17 A Walk Through Greenfield and Chapter 23 The Town Today.

Analyze how the neighborhood in Chapter 17, typical for its time, is different from the
neighborhoods we live in today. Examine economic and social factors that may have been
involved in these changes. Evaluate the ways in which today’s neighborhoods are similar to
the neighborhood in Chapter 17.

Discuss different neighborhoods in the city, including students’ neighborhoods, and evaluate
whether there are distinct sub-neighborhoods within them. Explain how this might have come
about.

Activity: Searching for My Home
Internet Research

Have students investigate whether the location of their home is posted at the Pittsburgh
Historic Maps Project [http://digital.library.pitt.edu/pittsburgh/]. If so, have students record
who owned the property during the year listed on the map. If a student’s neighborhood is not
listed at this site, the student may research another location that is available on the map, such
as a school, store, etc.
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Activity: Leisure Time
Oral History Exercise

Preparation: Read Chapter 15 Barnstormers and Prizefighters and review Chapter 20 TVs, JDs
and DAs.

Examine how leisure time for teenagers may have been different when radio and recorded
music were rare.

Have students ask their parents what games they played after school. Write these on the board.
Afterward, have students discuss the games they themselves played after school. How were
they different from the games played by their parents? By the children in Chapters 15 and 20?
How were they the same? Analyze why pastimes may have changed over the years.

Activity: The History of Radio
Internet Research

Have student gather information about the history of radio, and of KDKA in particular.
Keywords: KDKA history; history of radio.
Sites to visit include:
http://kdkaradio.com/history.shtml
http://www.kcmetro.cc.mo.us/pennvalley/biology/lewis/crosby/bilboard.htm

Assign each student to write a brief (one or two paragraph) synopsis of their findings.

Activity: Book Reviews
Writing Topic
Have students each choose a book for extended reading on a person or topic covered in this
module. Students then write a book review containing the following:

• Title and author
• A synopsis of the story
• Whether the student agrees with the author’s point of view
• Whether the student would recommend this book to classmates

These reports can be collected in a binder and given to the school library. Be sure to include a
table of contents listing the name and author of each book reviewed.


